Expert in insulation and scaffolding

Dear customers
Pept has been a family business for 30 years. We are one of
the largest companies in the Nordic countries offering both
insulation and scaffolding solutions.
Throughout our history, we have had the honour of long-term
cooperation with numerous industries, mining companies and
building services. We think of this long-term cooperation as a
partnership, and we are in the business of partnerships.
Over the years we have received recognition from you, our
partners, for our quality, reliability and transparency. For
us, these are all natural core values of
 our operations,
present from the very beginning. These values create

customer satisfaction – an essential ingredient in any
partnership.
Occupational safety is of paramount importance. One
accident is one too many. We are happy that our longterm commitment to safety at work has created a safer
environment both for workers and customers.
Thanks to all the partners for their cooperation so far. You can
be confident that every day we want to develop ourselves and
the way we operate so that your satisfaction with our level of
services will grow and grow in the future.

Janne Laakso,
Managing director

PEPT Oy Ab’s most notable expertise lies in industrial
insulation, scaffolding and maintenance work, and
HVAC insulation. Our goal in all our operations is to
create value for our customers so that the customer
can fully focus on their core business.
The strength of our family business is founded on
professional and efficient staff, supply security, occupational safety, monitoring systems and continuous
development of operations.
We work extensively in Finland and Sweden. Our main
business is in Kaustinen. We hold the following certificates: ISO 9001, ISO14001, OHSAS 18001.

Industrial maintenance
PEPT is a trusted builder in industrial new construction
and maintenance since 1992. Customized maintenance contracts and proactive maintenance shorten
shutdown so that the customer can focus on production rather than maintenance. Our goal is to be the
most desirable partner in the Nordic countries for
scaffolding and insulation.

Industrial insulation and
cladding work
Our strength is in insulation and cladding work for
standard solutions for piping, equipment, boilers and
tanks, all from planning to finished product. Our own
prefabricated production and comprehensive scaffolding material guarantee a fast and cost-effective solution for our customers.

Unique planning and tracking system
With our scaffolding management system, we are able
to control the entire lifecycle of the scaffolding.

Through the customer portal, customers can plan
and order suitable scaffolding for themselves. The
customer receives reliable and transparent reporting via the customer portal.
We employ a tailored ERP to monitor project timetables, material consumption and billing. The result is
real-time and cost-effective monitoring.

Occupational safety is our
common goal
Occupational safety controls our daily work. Our
responsibility is to ensure a safe working environment for our customers, our employees and our
contractors. We carry out 15-minute, weekly safety
meetings at workplaces to familiarize our employees
with new issues highlighted by the customer during
the week, as well as topical comments. The weekly
safety rounds of our workloads are documented
accurately in the tracking system and the information
is shared among the entire staff.

Case study: Alholmen
Industrial Park, Pietarsaari

PEPT has strong professional maintenance and shutdown services. We have over 20 years of experience in
the business. Excellent scaffolding solutions and
expertise with the same insulation supplier are passed
on to the customer as cost-effectiveness and time-savings. PEPT carefully plans the various work stages in
advance. Good work planning makes cooperation
flexible and ensures high quality work and safety.
PEPT has been working on scaffolding and insulation
with companies in the Alholmen Industrial Park area
for more than a decade. In addition to continuous

maintenance, cooperation has also included customer shutdown and investment, including an extensive
range of scaffolding and insulation. Over the years,
insulation work has included both thermal and
cooling solutions. Thanks to our continuous presence,
we have been able to flexibly meet the customers’
needs for scaffolding solutions. Our local proximity
has also made it possible quickly respond to emergencies. Our service has been available to customers
24 hours a day, every weekday.

Mission & values
Mission
To work in close cooperation with the customer to provide the
best possible results in industrial maintenance, insulation and
scaffolding work.
Our purpose is to help customers focus on their core business
and create added value for the customer.

Values
Investing in customer satisfaction
Continuously developing an ecologically
sustainable business
Ensuring customer operations through
reliable service
Responsibility for the occupational safety of
oneself and others
Respect for the property of others
Producing high quality work
Operating flexibly to meet customer needs
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